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Let R be an artinian polynomial identity ring, that is an artinian ring
whose radical factor R is an artin algebra. In this article, we investigate
how the basic tools in the representation theory of artin algebras, in
particular, dual and transpose, source and sink maps, and AR-quivers, can
be applied to the study of the category of R-modules. It turns out that
finitely generated indecomposable R-modules either behave like modules
over an artin algebra with respect to several conditions from module
theory and representation theory or do not satisfy any of these conditions
at all.
THEOREM 1. Let R be an artinian PI-ring and M a finitely generatedR
indecomposable module. The following assertions are equi¤alent.
1. The module M is endofinite; that is, M has finite length as End M-
module.
2. There is a source map M “ D in the category Mod R with D finitely
generated.
3. There is a sink map B “ M in the category Mod R with B finitely
generated.
The proof of this result is based on an analysis of the basic tools for the
construction of Auslander]Reiten sequences, namely the local duality and
w xthe transpose. For the local duality we refer the reader to 12 , where
Žadditional conditions equivalent to the assertions in Theorem 1 cf. Theo-
.rem 10 can also be found. Here we will show that the transpose preserves
endofiniteness.
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THEOREM 2. Let R be an artinian PI-ring. A module M g mod R is
endofinite if and only if its transpose Tr M is endofinite.
Suppose that M is a finitely generated endofinite indecomposable
module. We will see that the modules B and D in Theorem 1 are also
endofinite. This has the following consequence for the components of the
Auslander]Reiten quiver G in the category Mod R, which is defined on aR
transversal for the indecomposable finite length modules.
THEOREM 3. Let R be an artinian PI-ring, C a connected component of
the Auslander]Reiten qui¤er G , and M g C. Then M is an endofiniteR
module if and only if all N g C are endofinite modules.
This paper is organized as follows. In the first section we make some
remarks on the history and introduce notation.
In the next section we are going to prove Theorem 2. For this we
observe that a module M over a right artinian ring R is endofinite if and
Ž .only if its factor modulo the Jacobson- radical Rad M has finite lengthR
as End M-module. As a corollary we get that the syzygy functor preserves
endofiniteness. The proof that the transpose Tr: M ‹ Tr M preserves
endofiniteness also yields an upper bound for the endolength of Tr M.
Examples show that the PI-property is necessary here.
In our study of AR-sequences the local duality L will be involved. For
w xartin algebras, L and the usual duality D coincide. From 12 we know that
Ž .L induces a dichotomy for modules of finite length see Theorem 10 .
Indeed, the relevance of this dichotomy for the representation theory of
artinian PI-rings is expressed in Theorem 1, which can be shown easily on
account of our knowledge of L and Tr. As an example, we determine the
endofinite and the endoinfinite modules in the representation space
Ž .R R, a for some Kronecker PI-ring R and a certain dimension vector a .
In order to prove Theorem 3 we have to check for irreducible mor-
phisms f : M “ N between indecomposable modules that M satisfies the
conditions in Theorem 1 if and only if N does. This is achieved by using
the well-known relations between irreducible morphisms and AR-se-
quences.
1. REMARKS ON HISTORY AND NOTATION
Rings satisfying certain polynomial identities have already been studied
w xin 1922 by Dehn 7 in connection with an example of Hilbert concerning
Ž w x.the foundations of projective geometry see 1 . The following early results
provide basic tools for the study of modules over artinian PI-rings. Accord-
w xing to Kaplansky's theorem 9 , primitive PI-rings, in particular, PI-division
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rings, are finitely generated as modules over their center. Rosenberg and
w xZelinsky 11 have shown that indecomposable injective modules over
artinian PI-rings are finitely generated. Furthermore, the PI-property is
preserved when passing from one ring to the endomorphism ring of a
Ž w x.finitely generated module Procesi and Small 10 .
w xIn representation theory, Dowbor, Ringel, and Simson 8 have classified
the hereditary artinian PI-rings of finite representation type by their
Gabriel quiver and computed their Auslander]Reiten quiver. In the
w xexample of Zimmermann 17 , a certain hereditary artinian PI-ring, which
is neither an artin algebra nor a ring of finite type, is studied and
AR-sequences in both categories Mod R and mod R are described. Note
that in this example there exist morphisms between endoinfinite modules
which are irreducible in the category mod R.
For a ring R with 1 we denote the category of all unitary right
R-modules by Mod R. Here the full subcategory of Mod R consisting of all
Žfinite length modules all finite length modules with local endomorphism
. Ž .ring is called mod R ind R . For basic results about rings and categories
w xof modules, we refer the reader to 2 .
The groups of homomorphisms of right R-modules and left S-modules
Ž . Ž .are written M , N and X, Y , respectively. Homomorphisms areR R S S
written on the opposite side of the scalars and composition is defined cor-
Ž .respondingly. Thus, we have the bimodules M , M , N ,End M R End N R R End, M
Ž . Xand X, Y . If g : R “ R is a ring homomorphism and M gEnd X S S End, Y
Mod R, we denote by M the right RX-module with multiplication m ? rX sg
Ž X. X Xmg r for m g M and r g R .
2. THE TRANSPOSE PRESERVES ENDOFINITENESS
In this section we show that a finite length module M over an artinian
PI-ring R is endofinite if and only if its transpose Tr M is endofinite. For
this let
p
Q “ P “ M “ 0 )Ž .R R R
be a minimal projective presentation of M and put
S s u , f g End Q = End P : pu s f p . )) 4Ž . Ž .
Ž . wThen ) is an exact sequence of S y R-bimodules 5, Proof of Theorem
Ž . x Ž .3.5 1 , p. 255 . The homomorphisms in ) induce S y R-bimodule isomor-
Ž .phisms MrRad M ( PrRad P and Im prRad Im p ( QrRad Q , soR R R R
we obtain from the following lemma that P and Q are finite lengthS S
Ž w x.modules cf. also 5, loc. cit. .
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Ž .LEMMA 4 The Top of a Module Determines Endofiniteness . Let R be
a left artinian ring, M a module, and S a subring of the endomorphism ringR
Ž .End M . Then M is noetherian artinian as left S-module if and only if theR
Ž .R-radical factor M s MrRad M is noetherian artinian as left S-module.R
Ž .Moreo¤er, if M has finite length m as left S-module, then l M F n ? mR S
Ãwhere n is the number of generators of the left R-module R s R [ Rad R [
Rad2 R [ ??? .
Proof. Let s be the Loewy length of M and 0 F t - s. The followingR
diagram has exact rows consisting of homomorphisms of End M y R-
bimodules.
n nt tM m R ( MR
1mpt
6qm1im1t t t 66 6Rad M m Rad R M m Rad R M m Rad R 0R R R R
6 6
Ym m m
6
tq1 t t tq16 6 6 6Rad M0 Rad M Rad M rRad M 0R R R R
t tSince R is semisimple, Rad M s M ? Rad R, so the multiplication m andR
hence the cokernel map mY are epimorphisms of End M y R-bimodules,
which make the diagram commute. If p : Rnt “ RadtR is an epimor-t R R
Ž . Yphism, the composition 1 m p m is an epimorphism of left End M-mod-t
ules and transfers the chain conditions. Q.E.D.
Note that this lemma admits a dual version and two corollaries.
Ž .LEMMA 5 The Socle of a Module Determines Endofiniteness . Let R
be a right artinian ring, M a module, and S : End M a subring. TheR R
Ž . Ž .module Soc M is noetherian artinian if and only if the module M isS R S
Ž .noetherian artinian .
Ž .COROLLARY 6 V Preserves Endofiniteness . Let R be a left artinian
ring, M g Mod R, and f : P “ M a projecti¤e co¤er with kernel K s Ker f.R R
If M is endofinite, so is K.
Ž y .COROLLARY 7 V Preserves Endofiniteness . Let R be a right artinian
ring, M g Mod R, and f : M “ Q is an injecti¤e en¤elope with cokernelR R
C s Cok f. If M is endofinite, so is C.
Ž .Now we continue with the proof of Theorem 2. The ring S in )) is the
Ž .endomorphism ring of the triple Q, P, p when considered as module over
R RŽ . Ž .the triangular matrix ring T R s . As endomorphism ring of a finite2 0 R
length module, S is a semiprimary ring. As endomorphism ring of a finitely
Ž .generated module over the PI-ring T R , the ring S itself satisfies a2
w xpolynomial identity. So we may apply 12, Theorem 11 : If the S y R-
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bimodule Q has finite length both as left S- and as right R-module, then
Ž . Ž .the dual module Q , I has as right S-module the length l Q , where IR R S R
is the injective envelope of the radical factor of R. Since R is finitely
U Ž .cogenerated, also Q s Q , R and the cokernel in the sequence ofR R S
R y S-bimodules
pU
U UP “ Q “ Tr M “ 0
have finite length as right S-modules. In particular, Tr M is endofinite.
This completes the proof of Theorem 2.
Ž .COROLLARY 8 An Upper Bound for the Endolength of Tr M . Let R
be an artinian PI-ring and M g mod R an endofinite module. Suppose that
Ã XŽ .the modules R and Soc R are generated by n and n elements, respec-R R R
ti¤ely, and let m be the End M-length of MrRad M . Then the endolength ofR
Ž . Ž . Ž . Xthe transpose Tr M is at most c R ? m, where c R s n ? n y 1 ? n is a
constant depending only on the composition structure of R.
Ž .Proof. It follows from Lemma 4 that the length of Q in ) is at mostS
Ž . ŽŽ . . Ž .n ? n y 1 ? m. Since R and S are PI-rings, we have l Q , I s l Q .R R S S
X Ž . UThus, n ? l Q is an upper bound for the length of Q . Q.E.D.S S
EXAMPLE. The assumption that R is a PI-ring is necessary in Theorem
2. Let n G 2 be an integer and nX G 2 a cardinal number. According to
w xSchofield 13 there exists a skew field extension F ; G such that dim GF
s n and dim G s nX. Consider the matrix ringF
G GG FR s ž /0 F
and elements
1 0 0 0e s , f s g R .ž / ž /0 0 0 1
The ring R is a hereditary artinian ring with Rad 2R s 0; if n / nX then R
cannot satisfy a polynomial identity. Recall that the modules over such a
ring R are of particular interest since there is a one-to-one correspon-
dence between the left R-modules without simple injective direct sum-
Ž .mand, up to isomorphism, and the pairs V, W with V : W an F-sub-F F
space of a G-vector space W, up to G-isomorphisms which preserve theG
subspace.
The transpose of the simple nonprojective left R-module N s
RfrRad Rf has minimal projective presentationR
p
fR “ eR “ Tr N “ 0.
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With the identification G s End eR we get that End Tr N s g g G:
Ž . 4g Im p ; Im p is a subfield of G conjugate to F, so Tr N has dimension
2nX y 1 over its endomorphism skew field. This is to say that Tr N is not
endofinite if nX is infinite, and that the formula in the corollary does not
X Ž .hold if n is large enough but finite .
3. ENDOFINITE AND ENDOINFINITE MODULES
In this section we are going to prove Theorem 1. For the construction of
AR-sequences for modules over rings which are not necessarily artin
Ž w x walgebras we rely on the following result see 3, I, Theorem 3.9 and 16,
x.Satz 1 .
Ž .THEOREM 9 Existence of AR-Sequences . Let R be a semiperfect ring
and C a finitely presented nonprojecti¤e module with local endomorphismR
ring. There is an exact sequence
E : 0 “ A “ B “ C “ 0
which is almost split in the category Mod R. Moreo¤er, A can be constructed
from C as A ( L Tr C.
Note that the modules and homomorphisms in E are determined, up to
w xisomorphism, either by A or by C 4, Prop. 2.2 .
For a module N with local endomorphism ring S the local dual L N isR
Ž . Ž .defined as N , I where I is the injective envelope E S . Suppose thatS S R S S
w xN is also finitely presented. According to 3, Corollary 11.3 , the canoni-R
Ž .cal map T s End I “ End L N is an isomorphism and we have LL NS R R
Ž Ž . . Ž .( N , I , J with J s E T . If I induces a Morita duality, thenT S S T T T S
I ( J and the evaluation map N “ LL N is defined. N is called L-re-T T
flexi¤e if I induces a Morita duality and if N is reflexive with respect toT S
w xthis Morita duality. From 12, Theorem 1 we obtain
Ž .THEOREM 10 A Dichotomy Given by Local Duality . Let R be an
artinian PI-ring. For M g mod R the following assertions are equi¤alent.
1. The module M is endofinite.R
2. The module L M is finitely generated.R
3. There exists N g R mod such that M ( L N.
4. The module M is L-reflexi¤e.R
Proof of Theorem 1. Let M g ind R.
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1 m 3 Since indecomposable projective modules both are endofinite
and satisfy assertion 3, we may assume that M is nonprojective. Now, MR
Ž .is endofinite if and only if Tr M is endofinite Theorem 2 . This is
Ž .equivalent to L Tr M being finitely generated Theorem 10 and to the
Ž wexistence of a sink map B “ M with B g mod R Theorem 9 and 3, II,
x.Prop. 4.4 .
1 m 2 First we assume that M is indecomposable injective. M isR R
w xfinitely generated by 11, Theorem 3 and obviously satisfies assertion 2.
Since L induces a one-to-one correspondence between the isoclasses of
indecomposable projective left R-modules and indecomposable injective
w x wright R-modules 14, AII and since L preserves endofiniteness 18, Prop.
x1.3 , M also satisfies assertion 1.
Now we suppose that M is noninjective. If M is endofinite, M ( LWR
for some W g R ind by Theorem 10. Note that W is nonprojective, henceR
there is C g ind R such that M ( L Tr C}so M is the first term of a
source map with finitely generated endterm. For the converse, let f :
M “ D be a source map with D g mod R. Since the injective envelope e:
Ž .M “ E M is a nonsplit monomorphism, e factors through f and f isR
w xinjective. According to 3, II, Prop. 4.4 , there is an AR-sequence 0 “
f
M “ D “ C “ 0 and M occurs as an L-dual module. As a result of
Theorem 10, M is endofinite. Q.E.D.
ŽEXAMPLE Endofinite and Endoinfinite Modules in the Representation
.Space . Let K be an algebraically closed field of characteristic p ) 0 and
g : K “ K, x ‹ x p, the Frobenius automorphism. We want to describe the
1Ž .isoclasses of indecomposable modules M of dimension vector a s forR 2
the hereditary artinian PI-ring
K K [ K [ KgR s .ž /0 K
Such a module M has a projective presentation P “ P “ M “ 0,R 2 1
1 0 0 0Ž . Ž .where P s R and P s R. Identify the reductive algebraic group1 20 0 0 1
G s Aut P = Aut P with KU = KU and consider its operation on the1 2
Ž . Ž . 3representation space R R, a s P , P s K given by2 R 1 R
G = R R , a “ R R , a ,Ž . Ž .
g , h , f , f , f ‹ gy1 f h , gy1 f h , g gy1 f h .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .1 2 3 1 2 3
Ž .Of course, two points y, z g R R, a lie on the same G-orbit if and only if
the cokernels, Cok y and Cok z, of the corresponding maps are isomor-
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Ž . Ž .phic. In R R, a there exist two single orbits and two P K -families of1
orbits.
Orbits form
Point Orbit Dim. End family
y Gy orbit Cok y of type Cok y is
Ž . Ž .4  4 Ž .0, 0, 0 0, 0, 0 0 K pt projective
UŽ . Ž .  40, 0, t , t / 0 K 0, 0, 1 1 K pt endofinite
UŽ . Ž . Ž .m, n, 0 , K m, n, 0 1 K P K endofinite1
Ž . Ž .m: n g P K1
UŽ . Ž . Ž .m, n, t , t / 0, and K 0, 0, 1 q 2 F P K endoinfinitep 1
UŽ . Ž . Ž .m: n g P K K m, n, 01
The closures of these orbits are contained in each other as indicated in the
ŽŽ . Ž ..following diagram m: n g P K .1
( Ž .G m , n , 1
Ž .Ž . ( G m , n , 0(G 0, 0, 1
Ž .( G 0, 0, 0
4. COMPONENTS OF THE AR-QUIVER
Recall that the Auslander]Reiten quiver G of Mod R has an underlying
graph consisting of a set of points G , which we may identify with a0
transversal of ind R, and a set of arrows G ; G = G such that M “ N g1 0 0
G if and only if there is a morphism M “ N which is irreducible in the1
category Mod R. For the proof of Theorem 3 we will apply the following
w xresult from 4, Theorem 2.4 and its dual several times.
THEOREM 11. Let C be an additi¤e category in which idempotents split
and A g C such that End A is a local ring. Suppose there is a source map f :
A “ B in C. A morphism f X: A “ BX is irreducible in C if and only if
X Y Y Ž X Y . t X YB / 0 and there is a morphism f : A “ B such that f , f : A “ B [ B
is a source map in C.
Proof of Theorem 3. Let R be an artinian PI-ring and M, N g ind R
such that there is a morphism f : M “ N which is irreducible in Mod R.
Suppose first that M satisfies the conditions of Theorem 1. In particular,
there is a sink map B “ M with B a finitely generated module. We may
assume that N is nonprojective, since summands of the endofinite mod-R
w xule R are endofinite; cf. 6, Prop. 4.4 . By Theorem 9 there is anR
AR-sequence 0 “ E “ F “ N “ 0. We show that E is finitely generated:
Since f is an irreducible map, the dual of Theorem 11 yields that M is
isomorphic to a direct summand of F. From Theorem 11 it follows that the
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composition E “ F “ M is irreducible. Now we obtain from a second
application of the dual version of Theorem 11 that E is isomorphic to a
direct summand of B. With B also E is a finitely generated module. It
follows that F “ N is a sink map in Mod R with F a finitely generated
module.
Suppose now that N satisfies the conditions of Theorem 1. If N isR
projective, N is endofinite, hence Rad N has finite length as left End N-R
wmodule. Therefore, Rad N is endofinite and so its summand M , by 6,R R
xProp. 4.4 . If N is nonprojective, there is an AR-sequence 0 “ E “ F “R
Ž .N “ 0 consisting of finitely generated modules Theorem 1 . Moreover, E
is endofinite. Now by the dual version of Theorem 11, M is isomorphic to
a summand of F, so by Theorem 11 the composition E “ F “ M is an
irreducible map. By the first part of this proof, M is endofinite.
6 6
B M 0
f
[ [
6
6
6
6
6 6 6 6
0 E F N 0
Q.E.D.
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